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Manual abstract:

i - ignition powered by inspiration 1.1 liter Gasoline Engine i10 dynamic, economic intelligence Upgraded 1.1 liter and a brand new 1.2 gasoline engines
deliver zippy performance to i10. All meet or exceed every current anti-pollution demand and are miserly with fuel. In addition to the precise 5-speed manual,
there is also a 4-speed automatic available on both gasoline engines to make city driving that much easier. Together with the excellent handling and control

of i10 they form the real power of inspiration. Manual Transmission Because every aspect of driving should be fun, the 5-speed manual is ergonomically
placed and precise to operate. Automatic Transmission A smooth new thrifty and advanced 4-speed automatic transmission adds big car city convenience to

i10. It is ergonomically mounted on the center facia.
Motor Driven Power Steering (MDPS) Motor driven for extra precision and economy, the power steering complete with tiltable steering column adds extra

personal driving comfort. Passive Safety In impact situations the intelligent safety package of i10 provides fully integrated passive safety. Pre-tensioned
seatbelts work together with the seats to hold passengers in the optimum position. The airbags are depowered to avoid injury and all surfaces are

strategically padded. integrated safety Like every Hyundai i10 features a rigid safety structure.
This is computer designed and intensively tested, and includes deformable crush zones and impact path diffusion to provide the maximum in-cabin protection
for all occupants. Front airbags are added to enhance passive safety in case of a collision. It also forms the rigid basis for active systems such as the optional

4-wheel 4-channel ABS. Put all of these together and you have real intelligent safety in a small and maneuverable package. ABS Brakes Brake with
confidence.

ABS brakes keep the brakes from locking, helping to keep you on course on slippery surfaces or when cornering, making driving safer. High Protection Levels
Rigid subframes, floor and bulkhead reinforcements together with B-pillar and C-pillar reinforced hoop structures, add the protection of special strength

steels to the rigid safety structure of i10. i10 inspiring the way you live FEATURES Fog Lamp Neatly recessed into the front bumper, the fog lamps throw non-
dazzling light in poor weather conditions. High-Mounted Stop Lamp The high mounted rear stoplight is integrated into the rear roof spoiler for maximum safe
visibility. On versions that do not have rear spoiler, the HMSL is located neatly in the top of the hatchback. Electric Sunroof Fresh air at the touch of a button

from the tilt and slide electric sunroof is available for i10. Power Windows Power windows are available with a power down feature on the driver side for
extra convenience. Glove Box Sturdy and deep glove box easily accommodates large, heavy items. Cup Holders and Console Storage Located beside the

handbrake in the centre console, the cup holders are perfectly placed between the front seats. A compartment behind the cup holders provides useful storage
for smaller items during the journey.

Door Pocket The door-mounted pockets are useful for a host of items from maps to journey snacks and beverages. Seat Back Pocket Both driver and front
passenger seatbacks feature wide pockets for stowing magazines, maps, or other articles. Rear Wiper A wide sweep angle maximizes vision on rainy days
keeping the rearward view clean and clear. Tail Gate Handle Elegantly finished in chrome, the tailgate handle eases access to the load space with just a

touch. Tiltable Steering The motor driven power steering makes driving easier and the tilt feature makes it even more comfortable. Battery Saver In
conjunction with the keyless entry, the battery saver recognizes any electrical systems not in use and saves you from running out of power. Map Lamp The

front map lamp provides focussed illumination for front seat occupants. Sun Visor With the vanity mirror, the sun visor adds an extra touch of convenience.
Grab Handle and Coat Hook The roof mounted grab handle is exactly placed to ease entry and leaving, while the convenient coat hook keeps your clothes

neat and fresh..
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